
Old West Church Bell
Summer 2019

This is a summary of the work done to make the bell in the Old West Church functional.  This 
work was done in July-August 2019.  From examining the bell in July 2019, we had five 
concerns:

1.  Frayed rope,
2.  Pulley loose and only connected by two nails,
3.  Bell rocking on yoke,
4.  West brace is loose and
5.  Cleaning the bell.

1.  Frayed rope

Peter Harvey bought a new hemp rope matching the old frayed rope.  We tied crown knots and 
back spliced the two ends of the rope.  We replaced the old rope with the new one.  We fit the 
new rope through the pulley and secured it with a double overhand stopper knot.  We threaded 
strands of the new rope through the rope to make a knot approximately 8 inches above the floor 
in the attic to prevent the rope pulling down too far.  See Illustration 1.  We also used a strand of 
the rope to wrap around the rope at the top of the pulley to help keep it in the pulley.  See 
Illustration 2.

Note that the rope rubs against the support beam under the bell.  This is because the bell support 
on the pulley is not installed with the “toes” of the support pointing out from the bell.  See 
Illustrations 3 and 4.  We felt that changing/moving the support was beyond our mandate, but the 
Building Committee should consider changing the support so that it is installed correctly and 
reduce the wear on the rope.

Also, the rope does not fall straight down to the hole in the attic floor.  The hole is approximately 
5.5" too far South.  Again, we felt changes to the hole in the attic floor/ceiling were beyond our 
mandate.



Illustration 1: Knot in rope above attic floor.



Illustration 2: Rope in pulley with a strand of rope tied around the pulley at top.



Illustration 3: Pulley rope rubbing against support beam.



Illustration 4: Note "toes" point “in” on East support (red arrow).  Support should be flipped and bell moved a few inches West.



2.  Pulley loose and only connected by two nails

Note that the inside square hole in the pulley that engages the bell yoke is wore from the pulley 
being loose.  See Illustration 5.

Doug Gomez of UVM’s Physics Department machined a bar to use as a clamp for securing the 
pulley to the bell.  See drawing.  Two 4 inches long 5/16" - 24 (UNF) stainless steel bolts with 
nylon locking nuts tightened to a torque of 100 in.-lb. were used to secure the pulley to the bell.  
See Illustrations 6 - 8.



Illustration 5: Wear on square hole on the inside of the pulley.
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Illustration 6: Bracket for pulley.



Illustration 7: Bolt for pulley.



Illustration 8: Pulley on bell yoke.



3.  Bell rocking on yoke

WD-40 was sprayed on the 5/8" UNC nuts on top of the yoke.  The nuts require 111/16" wrenches. 
The nuts were loosened and then tightened to a torque of 100 ft.-lb.  Note that the 5/8" eye bolt 
that currently supports the bell fits into a square recess in the top of the bell.  I suspect that the 
eye bolt is not original.  See Illustration 9.

While we had the bell off the supports, we did note that there was a little wear on the outside 
edge of the East support.  See Illustration 10.  A little 90 W axle grease was applied to the 
underside of the yoke where it rests in the supports.



Illustration 9: Eye bolt with clapper in square hole on the underside of the bell.



Illustration 10: Wear on East support.



4.  West brace is loose

The 2" x 4" under the West brace was moved out and secured with the two original nails and two 
additional ¼" x 4" timber screws.  The brace was aligned with the bell support and secured to the 
support with ¼"- 28 (UNF) round head machine screw with two washers and a nylon lock nut 
torqued to 50 in.-lb.  The other end was secured with a washer and ¼" x 2" lag screw torqued to 
50 in.-lb.  See Illustrations 11-12.

5.  Cleaning the bell

The bell was washed with a mild detergent (Ivory liquid dish detergent) and then rinsed with 
water.  This removed the bird guano and dust from the exterior of the bell.



Illustration 11: West brace with new hardware and adjusted 2"x4" with additional timber screws.



Illustration 12: Inside of support showing machine screw and washer.


